Complete the puzzle with words from "Virginia in the Fall."

Across
4 Cool ___ helps leaves begin to change color.
5 Pigments that produce red or purple leaf colors
8 These give plants their color.
10 Pigments that produce yellow and orange leaf colors

Down
1 The process by which trees produce their own food
2 Evergreen leaves have a ___ coating to protect them in winter.
3 A tree's ___ can survive the winter cold, but its leaves cannot.
6 A tree that keeps its leaves through the winter
7 Trees that lose their leaves in fall
9 Red colors are produced when ___ is trapped in leaves.
11 Longer ___ in the fall cause changes in a tree's leaves.
12 Warm and ___ fall days produce good leaf color.
**Answer Key**

**Across**

4 Cool ___ helps leaves begin to change color.
5 Pigments that produce red or purple leaf colors
8 These give plants their color.
10 Pigments that produce yellow and orange leaf colors

**Down**

1 The process by which trees produce their own food
2 Evergreen leaves have a ___ coating to protect them in winter.
3 A tree’s ___ can survive the winter cold, but its leaves cannot.
6 A tree that keeps its leaves through the winter
7 Trees that lose their leaves in fall
9 Red colors are produced when ___ is trapped in leaves.
11 Longer ___ in the fall cause changes in a tree’s leaves.
12 Warm and ___ fall days produce good leaf color.